Workers rush from verdant valley to prevent communist power grab

By Mary Wanna

In years gone by the Pair O’ Dice University police were hallowed in song and graffiti for their unceasing battle against the forces of evil which roam the campus in the dark hours of the night.

In those days, that era gone with the wind that swept through Shove-it, these defenders of the good were known affectionately to one and all as “pinkies.” And well they might have been!

Neo-Pinkies

For in a recent edition, the Corpus Christi Caller-Times has revealed that an infiltration by dirty communists has taken place on the Pair O’ Dice campus—an infiltration that has reputedly already shown its influence in some student publications.

The release revealed that the new security police, the neo-pinkies as it were, are in truth members of The Party who are hoping to take over the campus through their nefarious—not to mention dastardly—plots.

The influence of the neo-
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(Continued from Page 1) pinkies has already been felt in certain areas of the campus. The reign of Dean Ho in North Viet Jones has made us all wonder about the wisdom of totalitarian systems, and the implications of Churl Wishywashy's position in loco Fuehrer of Fakr College can only be hinted at during the current investigation.

But there are forces working against the revolution, workers of Pair O'Dice. Even now, humanitarian workers from the rich and verdant Valley of Texas are rushing to our aid.

As yet, plans call only for their arrival in our fair city in early May to act as advisors in our fight against the encroachments of the Communist evil. But their leader, Juan de Sonna, has intimated that their aid may become more intensive as the strife goes on.

Juan de Sonna and his aide-de-camp, Rusko, will contribute food and money, and will napalm trees for our aid and comfort.

Escalation Provided

Economic aid and social development will be the goals of the Juan de Sonna effort. As an example of his generosity, escalators will be installed in all academic buildings to aid the war effort.

So have no fears, students of Pair O'Dice! Unite behind Juan de Sonna and throw off the chains of the neo-pinkies. Viva la causa!

NEWS FLASH—

Further information regarding the neo-pinkie infiltration of the Pair O'Dice campus was revealed early this morning in a special release from the Corpus Christi Caller-Times.

A report from an FBI agent posing as a student reveals that hallucinogenic mushrooms are being distributed by pink agents on the POD campus.

The agent was disguised (by a moustache) as a mild-mannered labor agitator who attained a position on the campus newspaper to glean his information. His frequent trips—especially to the Verdant Valley of Texas—were his means of reporting his findings to the valley authorities.

His discoveries led late last night to the arrest of Candy Cormer, popular editor of the campus newspaper. She was charged with non-payment of the federal marijuana tax and held without bond. The rest of the staff is also in custody for similar pot-boiling activities.

A spokesman for the official campus news agency, PUMP, said he was unaware that "such freaks existed in the POD community." He stated that these students had previously been recognized as having "high potential at the university."

The FBI infiltrator hinted that an investigation of a rose garden on campus would reveal the source of the mushrooms. The mushrooms turned up at a burial of a celebrated campus turtle covered by the FBI agent in his pose as a newspaper reporter.